Learning Reasoning-Decision Networks for Robust Face Alignment.
In this paper, we propose an end-to-end reasoning-decision networks (RDN) approach for robust face alignment via policy gradient. Unlike the conventional coarse-to-fine approaches which likely lead to bias prediction due to poor initialization, our approach aims to learn a policy by leveraging raw pixels to reason a subset of shape candidates, sequentially making plausible decisions to remove outliers for robust initialization. To achieve this, we formulate face alignment as a Markov decision process by defining an agent, which typically interacts with a trajectory of states, actions, state transitions and rewards. The agent seeks an optimal shape searching policy over the whole shape space by maximizing a discounted sum of the received values. To further improve the alignment performance, we develop an LSTM-based value function to evaluate the shape quality. During the training procedure, we adjust the gradient of our value function in directions of the policy gradient. This prevents our training goal from being trapped into local optima entangled by both the pose deformations and appearance variations especially in unconstrained environments. Experimental results show that our proposed RDN consistently outperforms most state-of-the-art approaches on four widely-evaluated challenging datasets.